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Brand Overview

Home Happy primary services will help people organize their homes and personal spaces 
including their closets, kitchens, offices, and garages. The brand doesn’t just want to 
organize people’s personal spaces but also give them tips that will help them to stay 
organized.

 The color of the brand is a lime spring shade of green, and white. Green represents life, 
energy, and growth, and that’s exactly what the brand desires their clients to experience 
after working with them. By bringing life, energy, growth, and functionality to a home it 
can do the same to a homeowner life.

Competition Overview
The company is located in Charlotte, North Carolina. In Charlotte there are multiple 
personal organizing businesses including The Organizing Pro, Stript Home Organizing, 
and Suzi’s Organizing Solutions. All three of these competitors work in teams. They all 
have a website and social media presence. 



Target Audience Profile

Demographics
• Age: 32-50
• Gender: Women
• Race: African American and White
• Marital Status: Married
• Education: College educated
• Income: 40,000 +
• Occupation: Nurse
• Residence: Suburban

Married women with children from the 
ages 32-50.

Psychographics
• Attitudes: Busy, believes in karma, wants 

to treat others the way they want to be 
treated

• Interest: Spending time with family, 
traveling, and exercising

• Opinions: Progressive, believes in
equal rights, and health care

Relationship with Category/Product
• Feelings/attitudes/beliefs about product or category: She believes that organizing

is important, however she is extremely busy and doesn’t have much time to organize her 
home. She believes that if she has an organized home, it might bring some order to her 
life.

• Drivers toward purchase: Disorganization, stress, clutter, and unhappiness
• Role of product in life: She generally perceives an organizing business as a business that 

will allow her to get her home together and spend more time with her family.



     Brand Framework

SWAT Analysis

Strength:
The strength of the brand is that it has a clear definition and direction. This is known because of the 
brand clear motto which is “Happy Home Happy Life”. This motto clearly states what the business 
believes in and its values. When customers see this statement, they will be more inclined to explore what 
the company is about. Also, the motto speaks to the client’s needs and aspirations.

Weaknesses: 
Some weaknesses that the brand may have is that the brand is not established yet, meaning that is a new
upcoming business so the business doesn’t have any established history, clients, and reviews. 

Opportunities: 
An opportunity for the brand is the fact that my brand is an upcoming new business, so I can be very 
creative with my campaigns. Another opportunity is that since it’s a new business it has the chance
to introduce the business to the world and create a grand opening campaign. Creating a grand 
opening campaign could be great for establishing the brand.

Threats: 
The threats to the brand is that there is a lot of  competition in Charlotte, NC the location of  the brand.
These other businesses have a lot of  experience. So, people in the Charlotte area might be familiar with
the organizing businesses already in the area. With this threat I have to strategically find a way to market
the brand and give people a reason to choose another different brand.



Online Advertising Plan & Strategy/Creative

Media Planning

Website & Blogs
The marketing strategy for the Home Happy brand is converting as many people on the
internet to become Home Happy clients. The plan is to use an online ad network to reach vast
numbers of websites like Google Ads. 

Selected blogs and websites to advertise:

Lowe’s Home Improvement
Facebook
The Home Depot Blog
Orgjunkie.com

Copy Strategy

This campaign is going to be used as a grand opening campaign. The purpose of the ads is to make people 
aware  of the business and to bring people to the Home Happy website. The company’s mission is to make a 
name for itself and to introduce the brand. The main purpose that is communicated in these ads is to let 
people know that Home Happy is here to help them be happy and assist in their home needs.



Online Advertising Plan & Strategy/Creative

WHAT 
DOES 
YOUR 
HAPPINESS 
LOOK 
LIKE?

Happy Home Happy Life.

HomeHappy

Types/Sizes of Advertising Units

The size recommended for this campaign 
ads are the conversion size display at 
1200x628.  This size is recommended because
 it can be used on multiple social media 
platforms like Facebook and also on 
various websites.

Rationale

The thinking behind my strategy of these 
ads is to make people curious about who we 
are and what we do. The business is new, but 
it wants to be a house name. The main goal 
of this campaign to lay a good foundation for  
who the brand is. These ads both hint in a 
simplistic way a little bit about what the 
company is. These ads are supposed to 
entice curiosity into our target audience and
 bring more people to our platforms to learn 
 more about Home Happy. The ads use clever 
content and are the best way to introduce the 
brand with simplicity, and beauty.




